In this paper, an Electronic Voting Machine (EVM) system is proposed which is in operation as transparent as the digital system. The Simplified Electronic Voting Machine (SEVM) responds on some flow of pulses coming from the switch operated by voter and produces the output of the counting values i.e. total casting votes of individual nominee and displays it.The machine is controlled both automatically and manually to operate the system for successive voters and to ensure that a voter can give only one vote to his/her chosen candidate of the same position. The manual controlling system must be operated by presiding officer who have the authorization to check and to declare a voter valid after checking some unique information e.g. NID number where as the automatic controlling happens whenever a voter pushs a switch to vote. Designing and implementing of this SEVM system is very plain and convenient due to having discrete digital circuitry.
Introduction
Electronic Voting Machine is one of the most important topics to urgue about for the political parties actually from last consecutive few years. In the traditional system [1] [2] [3] , the election commission has to print individual ballot-paper for each and every voter. A voter uses "seal and ink" to vote their chosen candidate. And sometimes, however, many votes become invalid for giving the "seal" in unexpected region. Again, the piracy in voting [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] and lack of transparency in counting [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] are the major shortcomings of the traditional system. This process of counting votes is also very time consuming. In some countries, people are practising electronic machines [3] for voting. These systems are designed with sophisticated electronic elecments and devices such as microcontroller, comparator, complexed multiplexer, memory etc ICs which are much more costly, inflexible, inavailable and complex [3] . It always needs expart technical handlings for maintainance that makes all the people imprudent of it and has the probability of technical larceny of programming [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In order to come out from the complexity of paper-seal-ink or chic EVM, I wanted to make a simple machine. The basic feature of my proposed machine which is simple to construct and use, flexible and cost effective. It will also confirm security, transparency and fast response [11] [12] [13] .
SEVM consists of four main units ( Figure 1 ) such as voting unit, controlling unit, counting unit and display unit. Here, in voting unit the pulse is generated by voter which is controlled by controller unit in both manually and automatically to pass to the counting unit and finally, it is counted and displayed. Voter is just to press a switch to make a vote and the SEVM counts and displays the total votes sequentially for each and every candidate separately. The SEVM is so simple that it is handy in size and easily portable.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I introduce the design overview of our proposed system. In Section 3, the procedure of hardwire design and circuit operation is illustrated. The performance analysis is presented in Section 4, and finally I conclude this paper in conclusion section.
Design Overview
In order to make the idea real, I reley on "pulses". I use "pulses" as the effect of a vote and count those to make the result. Some very elementary logic gates, counter and innocent switches [14, 15] are used to design a simple system in its constractional and operational as well where no programmable memory element is used. The whole overview of the proposed design is dipicted by the Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Block Diagram of SEVM
The pulse, that is generated by a voter by pressing a switch which is marked with the name of a candidate in the booth, goes to drive the corresponding counter and display units. The operator-control unit controls to allow the voter to vote, to transmit the pulse to automatic control unit and to enable the counting and display units. In this system, a voter can vote simply by pressing a switch which consumes roughly 3-4 seconds where it is very time consuming and clumsy for a voter to collect and to seal a ballot, and to fold it as instructed in the existing traditional systems [1] [2] [3] . Here, a voter cannot give more than one vote. He or she can press the switch as many times as he or she wants. But the system is made in such a way that, it will count only one vote for single voter. That ensures the security and the transparency of polling. More detailed of these mechanism will be described in the operation and performance sections.
The design is incorporated with a separate section of counting and display units for an individual candidate. The exclusive property of this machine is that it counts every vote just within a few miliseconds. So, the polling officers need not to wait for completion of total voting process, like the treditional system.
Figure 2. Circuit Diagram of SEVM for a position of two Candidates
Firstly, operator will permit the voters to provide their valuable votes by checking the NID cards and pictures with the information available in the polling office. Then the operator allows the voter by pressing his control switch to count his/her vote that comes from the respective candidate's switch. Here, control pulse triggers the bistable multivibrator switch [15] to high stage and lets the machine ready to accept the pulse from the candidate's switch. Whenever a voter presses any switch, the pulse is processed to count by BCD counter 7493IC [14] at the counter section, and the output stage of bistable switch becomes low simultaneously that in turn makes the machine disable to allow pulses again for any illegal presses in the booth section until the operator permits another voter to vote. That will happen in the same procedure. Finally, the count value is displayed by 7-segment display with decoder [14] at the display section for the both candidates individually. The SEVM is decorated by adapting some additional switches and LEDs for setting and resetting the machine, and for assuring the system and for pressing the switch by voter OK respectively. Here, it must be mentioned clearly for the vast application of this machine that more candidates for a position and other section for other position can be incorporated by inserting similar units as more as necessary.
Performance Analysis
The SEVM is presented, in Figure 2 , for only two candidates who are competing for the same position. And it can also be designed for any number of candidates for several positions. The operation of the designed circuit is successcully examined and simulated by PSPICE [16] and DSCH [17] softwares. The timing diagram of the simulation is illustrated in the Figure 3 .
Figure 3. Timing Diagram of SEVM Operation
The signals including Set, Reset, Operator control signal, Candidates' signals, Multivibrator input and output, and Count pulses for different candidates are waved in this figure. Here it is seen that when the operator generates a pulse by pushing the switch, just immediate pulse i.e. "Immediate Single Press" from the switch of a candidate is considered as "Legal Press" to count but the others are rejected as "Illegal Press". The multivibrator input signal shows the series of pair pulses of the control pulse and the candidate count pulse to sustain the output of multivibrator HIGH. At last, the count value for each candidate is displayed.
Discussion
The process of election with transparency and security is imperative in any country to ensure the right of voting for the citizen. The proprietary SEVM system is more advantageous comparing with the traditional and other electronic systems in the points of cost, flexibility, portability and effortless understanding, use and maintenance. As an example, to increase the capacity 10 times, it will cost only few dollars but in the existing system it would demand printing of many ballot papers with lot of dollers. Moreover, since all of the components are electronic, this system needs significantly low power. And the whole operation of the machine is logical and transparent due to the use of electronic and non-programmable components in this design. It is also compatible to interface with the computer system [9, 10, 18] , further to analyse the vote casting and the whole polling systems through out the divisions as well as country by internetworking system with enhanced security [19, 20] .
